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Nomination Quick Response Transaction Status Code in the Header Level has 3 codes.

Two of the codes identify specifically whether or not the nomination has been accepted (AT) or rejected with detail (RD).

However, the status code of AE - Acknowledge with exception detail only, does not give the recipient a clear idea, if those line item nominations returned with warnings and/or errors were accepted or rejected.

Please clarify the intention of the "AE" Transaction Status Code in the Header Level of the Nomination Quick Response.

Possible interpretations or clarifications, if known:

(1) AE - all nominations were accepted but there is some detail information that should be corrected.
(2) AE - some of the nominations were accepted and some were rejected depending on the code provided, warnings were accepted, errors were rejected.

This form is to be submitted to the GISB Office, both in electronic and written form.